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Our community spreads far and wide. The more we come together, the more we manifest the future we desire.
Expansion Festival 2019 is catapulting our lives into the next dimension. Last year, our inaugural event Spring into
Community sparked relationships, wove together conscious connections and nurtured community initiatives. Let’s
harness this momentum and EXPAND this vortex as a powerful vehicle for cultural evolution.
Experience authentic connection through art, music, dance, and workshops that enliven your mind, body, and
spirit. Embrace the restorative power of nature as you drop-in and immerse yourself into a transformative
container.
Explore multimedia interactive art installations. Dance until your heart’s content. Embody the collective presence
of oneness. Discover a deeper level of healing through experiential workshops that help you release, activate, and
upgrade. Expand your network as this year's solstice energy infuses our community with new insights to enrich
our world.
This incredible gathering of people was founded by Shoshanna Glickman and Aliko Weste, a pair of lifelong best
friends who decided to celebrate, concentrate, and focus their respective communities into a dedicated festival
experience. Noticing the lack of oversight, ceremony, and intention of similar gatherings, Aliko and Shoshanna
made it their mission to craft a sacred container to explore hope, growth, and the threads of old wounds, systems,
and beliefs that hold us back. In short, Aliko and Shoshanna wanted their communities to EXPAND!
THE EXPANSION TEAM

A BIG THANK YOU TO OUR WONDERFUL VOLUNTEERS
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Maya Wallach
Andrea Jeffery
Lila Hosler
Haazel Elledge
Tanner James
Julia Ensign
Christopher Case
Laura Hersh
Joshua Reed-Doyle
Zuma Micheals
Evelyn Salinas G
Brandon Brewer
Thyme Parzival
Delaney Madalinski
Joshua Reed-Doyle
Jenna Mason
Kintla wheeler
Mari Bacha

Aaaron Sauerhoff
Lexi White
Jessica Dirks
Karen McLellan
Laura Hersh
Nick Paul Lasorella
Hannah Schell
Andy Clark
Tanya LaRiva
Tom Potter
Elmar Infinite Abundance
Karie Lynn Downing
Celina Dykstra
Jacob Easterday
Emily Shimada
Kelly Allen
Emma Parkinson
Lauren Herrara

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
Fires are absolutely prohibited at Expansion. Apart from our carefully cultivated
center fire, no open flames are allowed anywhere inside camping areas. Attendees
found with open flames will be asked to extinguish flames and may have lighters and
burning materials confiscated.
THERE WILL BE NO WATER SPIGETS AT EXPANSION BEYOND THE WATER TEMPLE.
Please bring all the water you will need for the weekend if you can as to not exhaust
our supplies. We will have vendors with food for purchase, but food is not included in
ticket costs.
Any attendee at the festival grounds present without a wristband or staff/volunteer
badge/garment will be asked to either pay for the day or leave the festival premises
immediately.
Since we do not have a lifeguard that will be on active duty, SWIM IN LAKE AT YOUR
OWN RISK. Be mindful of your swimming ability.
The Expansion Festival Staff will ask attendees to leave if an attendee is being violent,
disruptive to workshops or performances, harasses or threatens fellow attendees
and staff, or steals from the festival or property,
As a sustainable festival, Expansion puts much effort into maintaining a clean and
respectful stewardship of the land. Pack out what you pack in and do not leave trash
at your campsite or elsewhere in the festival.
Expansion Festival is an intentionally alcohol-free event focused around conscious,
sober connection from a soul level. Any alcohol found in camping areas will be
confiscated for the remainder of the weekend.
If you find a child wandering without a parent at a festival, either contact a staff
member/volunteer or guide the child to Owl Cove. Children found out of the Owl
Cove area not accompanied by a parent will immediately be returned to Owl Cove
and have their parents contacted.
If you have any concerns about the conduct of any other attendee or staff member,
please speak with either one of our founders (Aliko Weste and Shoshanna Glickman)
or our Hospitality Coordinator Sarah Conner. Communication with them can be
reached by checking in with the volunteers at the festival entrance tent.

The closest Hospital to Duvall, WA is the Swedish Emergency Room in Redmond, WA.
18100 NE Union Hill Rd, Redmond, WA 98052
The closest two grocery stores in Duvall are:
Safeway
14020 Main St NE, Duvall, WA 98019
Cherry Valley Family Grocery
15215 Brown Ave NE, Duvall, WA 98019
Getting to Duvall from Seattle:
Option 1 - via 520
Turn right onto Novelty Hill Rd, continuing through the roundabout, until you take a
left onto W Snoqualmie Valley Rd E. Turn right onto NE 124th St, then at the
roundabout take the third exit onto WA-203 (or Carnation-Duvall Rd.)
Option 2 - via I-90
Take the North I-405 right exit toward Bothell/Everett. Then take the right exit onto
WA-520 E. Follow prior directions in Option 1 by taking a right onto Novelty Hill Rd.

Sustainability Tips
1. Pack it in, pack it out! Be sure to bring an extra trash bag or two to scan your
campsite after you've finished packing up for the weekend.
2. Be mindful of single-use plastics while on the property. We highly encourage the
use of reusable containers for brought-in campsite food. We will have a kitchen
available on site with cookware and a stove for attendees.
3. PLASTIC GLITTER IS DANGEROUS FOR OUR ENVIRONMENT! We highly encourage
the use of sustainable, biodegradable glitter while at Expansion as to protect water
quality and soil health.

Subaqueous

samara jade

Saturday 8:30-9:30pm

The fluid movements in a sea of
fusion is the heart of Subaqueous
music. By blending future past
and eclectic rhythms Subaqueous
moves the listeners through a
sonic epic.
His unique sound invites dancers
to be in touch with their
kinetic nature. It’s a deeply
emotional journey.

Saturday 9:30-10:30pm

Mamuse

Samara Jade is a modern folk
troubadour - a writer, performer
and leader of songs who stitches
together a unique genre-bending
tapestry of sounds and stories.
Truly musical medicine for the
times we’re in, Samara’s songs cry
out the personal and cultural
longing for belonging - to each
other, to our souls own path, and
to the natural world.

Saturday 10:30-12:30am

Little Star

Weaving vocals, gospel, choral, and
acoustic beauty, MaMuse is our
headliner for Expansion
2019!Interweaving brilliant and
haunting harmony with lyrics born
of honed emotional intelligence,
MaMuse invokes a musical
presence that inspires the opening
of the heart. The synergy that is
created through this musical
connection is palpable and truly
moving to witness.

Saturday 12:30-2:00am

Little Star is a sonic conduit for the
currents of the Universal.
A visionary musician and
alchemist of sound, she gracefully
and powerfully transposes the
resonance of Spirit. With her voice
as her predominant medium, she
creates many layered
compositions, weaving rich
tapestries of melody, harmony,
and word, to create soul-stirring
offerings of poetry and prayer.

Onion the man

sunday 6:00pm

zoie mizuna

Psychedelic grooves ooze from
the depths of their hot souls. Raw
shallot force energy merges to
create the layered vibrations that
is Onion The Man. Residing in the
northern realms of Oregon, four
passionate artists birth, break, and
surf the wave of contagious
groove through melodic texture,
rhythmic harmony, and musical
empowerment.

Saturday 7:00-8:00pm

DJ, Multi-Instrumentalist and Auntie Zoie Mizuna (MI-zu-na) brings a global
consciousness to ecstatic, deep house and world dance communities
across the Pacific Northwest and beyond. Inspired by her travels abroad,
Zoie explores the edges of the underground music scene gathering richly
textured and provocative tracks.

Friday 12:00am

Friday 8:30-9:30pm

The story of Expansion is a simple one, and one born out of love. For so
many of our musicians, it was the strength of the community
surrounding OmCulture that allowed them to explore new horizons in
their personal art forms. As a festival deeply connected to radical
locality, embracing challenge, and cultivating creativity, we are
showcasing the best of our Seattle dreamers and earth-shakers with
you.

small oak and zander
beetroot

sunshine beats

Combining nature, acoustics, and synth,
prepare to trance away your worries with
Small Oak.
Saturday 1:00-2:30pm

saturday 2:00am

Inspire your own ecstatic awakening with
Sunshine Beats and his heart-centered
downtempo.

Ronnie
Friday 9:30-10:30pm
rain

Balancing hip-hop with electronic
groove, Ronnie Rain speaks to the divine
through high vibe mixes.

cuddle buddha

Using light vibes and mantras, Fractal of Flowers
seeks the beauty of conscious connection through
dance.
Friday 7:30-8:30pm

Friday 10:30-12:00am

Evoking sweetness, evolution, and heart/mind
healing, tune in to Cuddle Buddha's harmonic
trance.

fractal of flowers

Closet shaman

Compfit Allstars

Utilizing thick bass and nature etherics, Closet
Shaman evokes the natural world in his
amazing sets.

Afro-Funk at its finest! Compfit Allstars is
going to rock your socks off with energizing
and uplifting beats.

Nathen Aaren
David Gallina
Jacob Caldwell
Discover how issues like low back pain, plantar
fasciitis , knee pain, and shin splints can be resolved
by focusing on the way you walk. Author of "Walk
Away Aches and Pains" Jacob Caldwell brings you
deep knowledge of the body, awareness from head
to toe. Bring your pain and leave with inspirational
knowledge that it will be gone soon.

Living in Full Power
Learn to be in alignment with your core desires.
Living in Full Power is keeping your commitments to
yourself first, and others second. It's imagining your
ideal life, and then lining up your goals and
intention to make your dreams reality. It's
disengaging from any situations, people, old
thoughts and limiting beliefs that limit you. t's loving
yourself, and in return, life loving you right back.

Cherezade Aanya

Walking away aches and
pains

How to buy and co-buy land
and property
Eva Otto is the Owner/Broker of Infiniti Real Estate &
Development, a full-service real estate brokerage
specializing in innovative housing solutions. Eva
actively works with community groups to find land &
develop, or to co-buy real estate for community
living. Eva combines traditional brokerage services
with education to empower individuals and groups to
achieve their visions for home, community and work.

Ella Marie Wallace

On Practice: a
movement workshop
This all-levels, all-abilities workshop will explore the
movement spectrum from technique to open
improvisation material. We will combine elements of
dance, martial arts, and somatics using solo and
partnering settings to learn more about how our
bodies move, and therefore learning more about
ourselves.

Eva Otto

Dream life planning
Nathen will walk you through a process that helps
you build a life that causes all of your favorite things
to surround you on a daily basis.
1) Get crystal clear on what lights you up inside &
brings you continuous true joy.
2) Create a napkin plan, sketching out what your
dream life or passion project, so you can surround
yourself with all the things that make you feel good.
3) Learn how to get your dream project funded!

Womb healing journey
A workshop that will introduce you to the path of
Womb Awakening, helping you to reconnect with
your own Womb/Hara. Cherezade's workshop is for
ALL genders and identities. You will be presented
with an overview of spiraling through the Womb, why
it is such a vital path to awaken at this point in our
evolution, and how it will bridge the gap between
New Earth and YOU!

Ryan Flesch
Dmitry Levine
Maggie Walker

Livi Joy hooping
LiviJoyHoops will be working with you to discover
your own abilities to dance with a hoop! Join us as we
learn the basics of hooping, moving creatively to
incorporate a flow and dance. Find Joy in the circle
and play with freedom!

Carey French

song circle
Let us come together and share the magic of
collective singing. In this non-hierarchical container
we will sit and share songs with one another, layering
our voices with sweet medicine music to sooth our
hearts and minds. All are welcome. Bring an open
heart, a willingness to listen and learn, and songs that
are easeful to teach to others in circle - though this
part isn't required, you're welcome to just show up
and sing!

connecting to tantra
Connecting to tantra is receiving and giving our
natural sacral energy. We will drop in to a solo
meditative space where we can hold our root
wounds, while embracing our ability to heal and love
our selves. In this workshop we will be exploring our
chakra energy centers and tapping into our divine
beings of infinite creativity.

Livi Joy

open heart meditation
Dmitry will teach you new skills on how to develop
more joy, peace, and love no matter you're doing in
life. We have a busy life that makes it difficult to find
time to meditate. Dmitry will be guided to experience
what it feels like to be in your spiritual heart vs. your
mind and learn practical tips on how to practice in
your daily life!

Janise Angela

micro to macro
Our soil, water, and microbiomes are ideally teeming
with microorganisms that create the beautiful world
(and people) we see around us. Effective
Microorganisms (EM) are a synergistic blend of
microbes that feed each other and the IMO's
(indigenous microorganisms) to jumpstart eco
systems, like rivers, gardens and guts.

the pleasure of
consent
Consent is not only a way to end rape culture, it is a
deeply pleasurable practice of connection and
liberation. Consent is about choice, agency, and
sovereignty- and it takes practice! In this workshop
we'll expand our thinking about what consent culture
really means, feel into an embodied sense of our yes
and no, and consider how to use our power well. Let's
build the world we want to live in!

River Soulshine
Justin the Circler

dreamtending
Imagine your deepest desire for your life is like a seed
planted in a garden. We gather to water it, to support
it with a mycelial web of community, to remove the
weeds that would block its full expression. Your
purpose becomes our purpose; and together we
dream a new world.

Orion Black

the art of sacred
geometry
A child and teen friendly workshop! Justin the Circler
is a magician at understanding and creating symbols
of the universe in our two dimensional reality. Learn
the basics of creating and drawing sacred art and
how to create and use these patterns
everywhere! Like early humanity, Justin began with
just sticks and rope advancing his craft to many tools,
techniques and concepts that must have been used
by ancient thinkers as well.

Alex Garver +
Brooke Hatch

ceo dialogue
CEO Dialogue is a compassionate communication
approach for creating a culture of inspiring,
nourishing, and replenishing interactions. The brain
operates 31% better when we feel good about
ourselves and that is why it is important to have
conflict navigation processes, restorative justice
circles, business meetings, and one on one
interactions that feel supportive and replenishing.

terra patronus
Have you always wanted to learn about plants in
Washington state, come learn from Orion, an
treehouse builder, landscaper, and ecologist from
Graham Washington. You will be walking in nature,
identifying plant and receiving an overview of some
of there characteristics, medicinal, edible, and
ecological values. Ask Orion questions about anything
plant related, or how to build a treehouse.

Malaki rose + Alicia sunflower
Join Alicia Sunflower and Malaki Rose for a Kundalini Yoga and Meditation Journey to help you expand the
joyful spirit of your inner child! In this class, experience an exciting activation of this precious part of you
through movement, breathwork, and mantra from Kundalini Yoga. Alicia Sunflower will take us on a special
Guided Meditation Journey to meet and embrace our inner child, anchoring in the joyful loving connection.

Tonic Tribe
Sunday

creatrix
Saturday Night

A powerful combination of dance
backgrounds, cultures, and
aesthetics, Tonic Tribe is going to
rock it Saturday night.

Made from a team of 5 incredible
dancers, Creatrix will weave
geometry and sacred performance
together this Saturday!

regan powers
Friday Night
Check out Regan's magic fire
spinning and freestyle moves
during Closet Shaman's set!

artemis prime
Friday Night
oraura fluxx
Saturday Night
Come see Oraura's fantastic
hooping magic for yourself at Little
Star's set Saturday night.

Weaving sensuality, belly dancing,
synchronicity, and flow into her
moves, Artemis is ready to disarm.

KIT
Saturday Night

FKA mysterii foffst
Friday Night

A world renowned circus
performer, KiT~ is an
internationally acclaimed Hula
Hoop Dancer and Fire Performer.

Our Expansion Hip-Hop gods of
the weekend, Mysterii Foffst is
ready to amaze us Friday night!

Many of our dancers for this year's Expansion Festival will be performing alongside our
fabulous musicians! Don't forget to check back to pages 8 and 9 for more artist
information.

Jaimi monaco

Kasha Sofia
Our lead artist director for
Expansion 2019, Kasha infuses
sacred symbols and psychic
exploration into her pieces, taking
inspiration from the intricacies of
nature and our primal selves

rose drummond
A goddess-lover and observer of
nature, Rose Drummond finds
power and inspiration in
Ecofeminism. Intersectionality in
art, and feminine empowerment.
Her works are deeply primal and
awaken truths in all.

katie hosler
Katie has always been interested in
working with her hands. Art is one of
her passions in life, influenced by her
other joys of; yoga, travel, music,
nature, and people.

This workshop will
incorporate yogic and
shamanic practices, as well
as live music to accompany
a journey inward. Through
chanting, kundalini kriyas,
meditation and honoring the
natural world- we re
connect with our roots, our
navel point and our heart.

evergreen love

Gather with community and
cacao in a joyous
celebration of co-creation
and heart opening
activation!
Let's then use this flame to
find focus, together planting
the seeds of passion into
manifestation! Here we'll
share gratitude and
excitement, to intimately
connect to ourselves, each
other, and to what we
believe in.

Erika merz
Rise up with HART! Erika focuses
her flow on the concept of healing
through art, incorporating deep
spirituality and resilience into her
works as she explores the
boundaries of restoration and play.

morgan sobel
Morgan inspires her works by
navigating the space between gift
culture and commodification,
exploring the mentality around
“first I secure my own oxygen
mask, then I can assist those
around me in need.”

abby fields
Drawing inspiration from music,
nature, animals, and story, Abby Fields
is a painter living in Seattle,
Washington exploring the themes of
lost love, haunted memories, and
hope.

Our story would not have gotten far without the care, support, and generosity of all
of our 2019 sponsors. We are so honored to take the time to introduce them to you.
Well N’ Green has been our community sponsor for many spectacular events
and gatherings. Once again, we are thrilled to have their expertise and
guidance on our team. Well N’ Green focuses on providing web design and
social media support for up and coming green enterprises throughout the
northwest and beyond, including graphic/brand design, account management,
and mapping. See their work at www.wellngreen.com for more details. Thank
you for the beautiful website, Well N’ Green team!

Infiniti Real Estate’s Eva Otto has been instrumental to the growth of
Expansion 2019, and we are so grateful for her continued support! Eva
specializes in real estate brokerage for sustainable development, community
housing, and housing education. Eva’s passions lie in empowering folks of all
age and socioeconomic backgrounds to redefine and achieve safe and
sustainable communities. Visit her at www.infinitired.com/eva-otto/ for more
insight on her work.
OmCulture has been a huge support of our community for many years, and
we are beyond thrilled to give them the recognition they deserve this year at
Expansion! OmCulture is Seattle’s local yoga and dance studio, with two
locations in both Greenlake and Wallingford. Offering workshops, kids camps,
community ecstatic dancing, diverse classes, and more, there’s no place better
in Seattle to strengthen and unwind. Visit their website at
www.omculture.com for more details.

Worth The Journey has been cultivating a community relationship with the
Expansion Crew since Expansion’s inception last year! A duo of business
builders, Worth The Journey provides counseling to entrepreneurs of all levels
of development, providing sustainable growth models and business
strategizing solutions. We are so honored to be able to work with them on
both Expansion and their recent event Journey ‘19! Check out their advice,
workshops, and events at www.worththejourney.com for more details.

The Collective has been so generous in allowing our community to use their
amazing facility for our Expansion Pre-Party! The Collective is a coworking and
social circle aiming to bring Seattle's independent professionals into a shared
space. The Collective offers classes, events, excursions, and a stunning
coworking complex designed to perfectly benefit the home-based
entrepreneur. Check out their amazing benefits and join a tour at
www.collectiveseattle.com for more!

Heylo is one of our brand new sponsors and a true pioneer in Seattle’s
cannabis industry! Founded on the focus of empowering POC in the emerging
marijuana and CBD fields, Heylo offers a huge range of soothing CBD extracts
and products. We are so honored to be able to show them the love and
support they deserve here at Expansion! Check out their line at
www.heylocannabis.com for more information.
Life is easier to navigate with the right tools. We are convinced that for each
hardship we encounter there exists a community, practice, or perspective that
can set us free. Life Affirming is dedicated to offering you these communities
and tools so that together we can bring a real and profound sense of new
hope to our communities and the world. Learn more at www.lifeaffirming.org

Lucid Vibe Radio is an independent, online radio show broadcasting conscious,
positive tunes from a wide variety of local and international artists. In addition
to music, Lucid Vibe also hosts a wide variety of talk shows, specials and
livestreams centered around eco-restoration, spirituality, and alternative
culture. Check in to www.lucidvibe.com to listen to all of Expansion Festival’s
upcoming musicians as we approach Solstice weekend!

Avant Gardens is local cannabis company that was founded by brothers Todd
and Brad who learned how to grow from their mother in the 80's.
Characterized by nontraditional, aesthetic innovation and initial unacceptability,
the avant-garde pushes the boundaries of what is accepted as the norm or
the status quo, primarily in the cultural realm. Learn more at
www.avantgardensnw.com
Evergreens is committed to serving seasonal, local, and all-natural food
whenever possible, they use sustainable materials in their packaging and
immerse themselves in the community. They aim to provide healthy,
convenient and fully-satisfying meal options in a fun environment. Catch them
at Expansion Festival, and learn more at www.evergreens.com.

The Sacred Mothers is a sponsor of our Owl Cove! The children's play area at
Expansion Festival. We are so thrilled to have Bridget Louise June Currey host
create a container for people of all ages to feel safe in.

We are devoted to pleasure. We are creating paradise on Earth.
This revolution is going to feel good.
www.realhedonism.org

